
“The child is the beauty of God present in the world, the greatest gift to a
family.”

Literacy:

The kids had fun learning the concepts of beginning sounds of letters, name the picture,
unscramble, write and match, vowels and consonants, A/An, position words, action words,

describing words, this, that, these and those, making pairs, opposites word, pictures reading,
yes & no, days of the week, months of the year and rhyming words. They also enjoyed learning

short and long vowel sound words, blends, double letter words, different –o and –s sound
words.

Numeracy:



Initially the kids were introduced to the concepts of data handling and pre- number concepts.
Gradually they gained knowledge on numbers 1-100, number names 1-50, ordinal numbers,

before, after and between numbers, increasing & decreasing order, comparing numbers, shapes
& patterns, forward and backward counting, skip counting ( 2s, 5s, 10s ), place value, addition,

subtraction, time & Indian currency.

EVS:

The kids were introduced to various topics starting with self-introduction where they learnt what
is special about them. Then they proceeded to the concept of body parts, sense organs, family,
school, the different ways to keep clean, good manners in school, computer, parts and uses of a
computer, pet animals, wild animals, domestic animals, animals living in different regions, how
to grow plants, parts of a tree, sounds of animal, different trees, vegetables, fruits, flowers,

things we make from flowers, healthy & unhealthy food and vehicles.

The kids also learnt about road safety, community helpers, good habits, magic words, water,
forms of water, save the environment, seasons, living and non living things, day & night,

colours, places of our neighbourhood, games, musical instruments, planets of the solar system,
our country, India, our national symbols, some people of India, some dances of India, festivals,

important days.

Fine Motor Skills (FMS):

Fine motor skills involve the use of small muscles in fingers, wrist, toes, lips and tongue. The
kids had fun doing fine motor skill activities like tearing and pasting paper, bubbles wrap
printing, spindle box activity, shadow matching, clay moulding, sorting beads according to

colour, CVC words scrambling activity, diya decoration, animal to their food puzzle, free hand
drawing, palm printing, shape counting abacus, matching of opposite words, stringing beads,
integrated with EVS, increasing & decreasing order activity with stacking tower, hitting play

screw with play hammer ( sensorial material), sorting shape,



form board & clay moulding, blow printing, shape seriation, Christmas day activity, maze
board, white day activity, rainbow colour activity, buttoning and unbuttoning, ear bud printing

and spray printing.









Gross Motor Skills (GMS):

Kids enjoyed gross motor skills activities like hop inside hoops with balls, body movement, free
play on slide, hop over cones & hoops with balls, free play with balls, jump over hurdles, kick
the ball, hop scotch, hurdle race, catch and throw, warm up exercise, hold the ball & hop over

cones, free running, ball dribbling.







Events and celebrations:

The tiny tots participated in lots of events and celebrated different festivals that include Diwali,
Christmas, Pongal, Republic day, Pink colour day, Orange colour day, White colour day,

Rainbow colour day, Heart day, New year celebration.







Kairos Synavlia:

Kairos Synavlia, the grand Annual Day was organised on 7th January 2023 with a lot of fanfare.
Kids had a lot of fun grooving to the music of Believer, floral song and banana song.



Imela Provolis:

Imela Provolis, the pre-primary display day was organised on 11th February 2023 where the
kids displayed their communication skills with confidence.



Kairos Synantisi:

Kairos Synantisi, the inter-school pre-school competition was organised by Kairos Global
School. Reputed schools from Hyderabad participated in the event.

Familia Ekdromi:

Familia Ekdromi, a fun Day for parents was organised on 28th January 2023 at Landscape Park
to help the parent’s distress themselves from their busy schedule and spend some quality time

with their loved ones.


